Days of the Feet & Toes

CONTINUOUS HISTORICAL
INTERPRETATION

WESTERN
Roman Empire
Dissolved 476 CE
By Odoacer
(Arian Christian)

EASTERN Roman
Empire (Byzantine)

Legs leave the Promised Land and
become the history of the CORRUPT
church/Papacy/Trinitarians

Fell to
Sassanids
Arabs –Mohammad,

The legs will be united by a Pope
and a United Europe with 10
members

Rashidun, Umayyad

ROME

Crusaders
Saladin
Ottoman Turks
British etc
CONSTANTINOPLE

Western Europe 5th Century

Mystery Babylon Rome or Jerusalem ?

BEAST
HARLOT Catholics or Israel ?

Babylon/Harlot/Horns = Catholic Rome Corrupt
Church
On the strength of this…there have been many confident
expectations of a sensational increase in Papal power in the
Last Days. …
The daring character of these speculations is hard to match
in Bible prophecy. …One is left guessing as to how the
Babylonian harlot riding the Beast and then ravaged by the
ten kings can represent the Papacy controlling the Roman
church and then destroyed by those who are themselves
subject to it. Indeed, how harlot and Beast can both be
identified with the apostasy of Rome deserves the name
Mystery nearly as much as the woman in the vision!

(last phase – 10 horns)

Catholics ruling 10 EU
nations
or
Arabs listed as 10 nations
surrounding Israel

FOCUS OF END TIME PROPHECY
IS PROMISED LAND
NOT EUROPE
Jerusalem becomes – Mystery Babylon
It was the chosen city – it became like Babylon

Harry Whittaker

‘Mother of Harlots’ – we can all get caught up in
Babylon – Tyre and other places are also likened to
Babylon
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BEAST TURNS ON HARLOT
They have one purpose and will give their power and authority
to the beast…Rev 17
Come,” they say, “let us destroy them as a nation,
so that Israel’s name is remembered no more.”
With one mind they plot together;
they form an alliance against you (list of 10 Arab nations)Ps 83

The beast and the ten horns you saw will hate the prostitute.
They will bring her to ruin and leave her naked; they will eat her
flesh and burn her with fire. Rev 17:16
'If a priest's daughter defiles herself by becoming a prostitute,
she disgraces her father; she must be burned in the fire. Lev
21:19

Mystery Babylon
Roman Catholic Church/Jerusalem
Ezek 16 - confront Jerusalem with her detestable practices
3 and say, …Your ancestry and birth were in the land of the
Canaanites; your father was an Amorite and your mother a
Hittite... You became very beautiful and rose to be a queen.
14 And your fame spread among the nations... you
increased your promiscuity to include Babylonia, a land of
merchants, but even with this you were not satisfied...
“‘I am filled with fury against … acting like a brazen harlot!
And in her was found the blood of
prophets, and of saints, and of all
that were slain upon the earth. Rev
18:24

Oh Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you who
kill the prophets and stone those
sent to you, Matt 23:37

“And the woman you saw is the city great having kingship
among the kings of the earth”. Rev 17:18

THE GAP
70 weeks of years Dan 9

Zion the Virgin
who became the Harlot
To what shall I liken you …O virgin daughter of
Zion?.. They hiss and shake their heads At the
daughter of Jerusalem, "Is this the city of which
they said, 'The perfection of beauty, Lam 2:13-15
To Jerusalem - They will burn down your houses
and inflict punishment on you in the sight of many
women. I will put a stop to your prostitution, and
you will no longer pay your lovers. Ezek 16:41

Babylonians
70 years
(609-539)
Medes/Persians
207 years
(539-332)

Gaps in the Prophecy
Interpretation
It’s ALL about Israel Under
Foreign/BEAST Rule

Greeks
190 years
(332-142)
Hasmonean Kingdom
79 years (142-63)
Romans
199 years
(63 BC-136 CE)
Land desolate – Jews Count the number of the
Self rule from 1948 beast – 666 years under
foreign rule
10 Toe Kings

LAND OF 7 & 10
Entire Promised Land
I saw a beast coming out of the sea. It had
ten horns and seven heads, with ten crowns
on its horns, and on each head a
blasphemous name. The beast I saw
resembled a leopard, but had feet
like those of a bear and a mouth
like that of a lion. Rev 13

ISRAEL (built on 7 nations Deut 1:7)
surrounded by 10 ARAB nations
who want to wipe her off the map
– Ps 83 etc.

Seventy ‘sevens’ are decreed for your people and your holy city to
finish transgression, to put an end to sin, to atone for wickedness, to bring in
everlasting righteousness
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“The seven heads are seven mountains on which the woman is
seated; they are also seven kings/kingdoms”

= PLACE AND INHABITANTS
-Five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet come; but when
he does come, he must remain for only a little while. The beast
who once was, and now is not, is an eighth king. He belongs to
the seven and is going to his destruction.

Beast with 7 Heads 10 Horns
The ten horns you saw are ten kings who have not yet received a kingdom, but who for one hour
will receive authority as kings along with the beast. Rev 17:10

The beast and the ten horns you saw will hate the prostitute. They
will bring her to ruin and leave her naked; they will eat her flesh and
burn her with fire.

Rev 17:16

Egypt
Iraq
Gaza
Westbank
Syria
Turkey
Jordan
Lebanon
Saudi Arabia
Kuwait/Iran?

The Little Horn- Leads the Attack
Dan 7:20

I also wanted to know
about the ten horns on its head and
about the other horn that came up,
before which three of them fell—the
horn that looked more imposing than the
others and that had eyes and a mouth
that spoke boastfully. As I watched, this
horn was waging war against the holy
people and defeating them, until the
Ancient of Days came

Rev 13:5

The beast was given a
mouth to utter proud words and
blasphemies and to exercise its authority
for forty-two months. It opened its
mouth to blaspheme God, and to slander
his name and his dwelling place and
those who live in heaven. It was given
power to wage war against God’s holy
people and to conquer them.

ISIS FITS THE TYPE
- Latter Day Assyrian – FATAL WOUND
One of the heads of the beast seemed to have had a fatal
wound, but the fatal wound had been healed. The whole
earth was filled with wonder and followed the beast. Rev 13:3
From you, Nineveh, has one come forth who plots evil against the LORD and
devises wicked plans… Nothing can heal you; your wound is fatal Nahum 3:18

The president of Turkey, has said
the battle to liberate Mosul will
begin on October 19.

ISIS FITS THE TYPE
Speaks boastfully against God and Israel Rev 13:5
With the help of Allah, We are getting closer to
you every day…The Israelis will soon see us in
Palestine.
al-Baghdadi

ISIS FITS THE TYPE
Forces people to worship or die
It ordered them to set up an image in honor of the beast who was
wounded by the sword and yet lived. The second beast was given power to
give breath to the image of the first beast, so that the image could speak
and cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed. Rev 13:14

ISIS kills Christians for refusing to convert to Islam
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ISIS FITS THE TYPE

ISIS FITS THE TYPE

Forces people to use their currency to trade
They could not buy or sell unless they had the mark, which is the name of the
beast or the number of its name. Rev 13:17

October 10, 2016
Nineveh – Iraqi media outlets reported on Monday
that the Islamic State prohibited Iraqi Dinar
currency from Mosul in order compel its people to
adopt ISIS currency.

The ‘throne’ of ISIS (beast) has been the
Euphrates valley (proclaimed Caliphate April ‘13)
The fifth angel poured out his bowl on the throne of the beast, and its kingdom
was plunged into darkness Rev 16:9

Power drying up = Euphrates drying up

END
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